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Desert flowers
Wolf pups
Run for love
Animal search

Who saw the flowers?
Bees buzzed. Yellow flowers bloomed
in the desert. People did not come.
Who saw the flowers?

The bloom
of a prickly pear
cactus in the
Astrakhan Desert in
Russia doesn’t
last long.

God saw! He created this great big world.

READ MORE

Pull Apart! This publication
is arranged as eight “nested”
weekly lesson sheets.

People planted lots of prickly pear cactuses in Russia over 100 years ago. They did not want
the Astrakhan Desert sand to blow away. The plants bloom for just five days. Blooms open at
dawn. They die at sunset. The coronavirus kept visitors away this spring. Some scientists and
photographers were the only people to see the bright blooms. Maltbie D. Babcock
wrote the hymn “This Is My Father’s World” in 1901. She reminds us that the
planets, the birds, and even the flowers, “Declare their Maker’s praise.”
AP Photos
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Mexican gray wolves
are endangered.

WOLF CAM
A video camera in the
habitat helps zookeepers
watch the family.

How many
wolf pups do
you see?

Did you
find all
seven?
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READ MORE

The wolf parents keep their pups safe. One, two, three, four, five, six, seven. All the pups
came out to play. Now they need a checkup. Zookeepers will learn how many are boys and
how many are girls. Some wolf pups live at zoos. Others live in wild dens. Job
37:8 says, “Then the beasts go into their lairs, and remain in their dens.”
AP Photos
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READ MORE

There are seven new gray wolf pups. They live at a New
Mexico zoo. How many are boys? How many are girls?
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Eiffel eyeful
Go anywhere-chair
Tracking turtles
Monster match

People wait in line at the
bottom of the Eiffel Tower.
They all want to climb to the top!

The tower was
closed a few
months ago.

Come back to the tower.

The Eiffel Tower was closed.
No one could enter. Now
it is open. Climb the steps.
See the city.

READ MORE

What a view! A visitor
enjoys the view of Paris.

The Eiffel Tower is in Paris, France. It was built as the entrance for the 1889 World’s Fair. The
Eiffel Tower was once the tallest building in the world. It had to close for three months.
The tower is open again. Ready to visit? Grab a face mask. Get a ticket. And wear good
shoes. The tower has lots of steps to climb. Towers are tall and strong. Proverbs
18:10 says, “The name of the Lord is a strong tower; the righteous man runs
into it and is safe.”
AP Photos
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Do you need to get to
your plane fast? Hop on.
Tap a tablet. Off you go!
The chair zips along
by itself. You’re at
the boarding gate
in minutes.

What a chair!

2
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READ MORE

The autonomous mobility system was tested at the Haneda International Airport in Tokyo,
Japan. It seats one person and travels about two miles per hour. It will return automatically to
where it started. The rider uses a tablet to start and stop the chair. Designers hope that chairs
like this will one day be used in hospitals, parks, and shopping centers too. We were
created to help one another. Ecclesiastes 4:9 says, “Two are better than one,
because they have a good reward for their toil.”
AP Photos
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READ MORE

It works like a
wheelchair without
anyone pushing it.
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Dust is a must.
Protecting pangolins
Dentists are back.
AM or PM?
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Here it comes!
This photo taken
by a satellite shows
the large dust cloud
moving across the
Atlantic Ocean.

READ MORE

Hot winds blew in Africa.
Desert dust spun into a cloud.
It gusted over the ocean.
Dust fell into the water. Yum!
Vitamins for tiny sea animals!

The dust
made sunsets
even more
beautiful
than they
normally are.

Dust clouds form over the Sahara Desert in northern Africa every summer. They were very
large this year. Hot winds blew them across the Atlantic Ocean. You might have noticed milky
white skies, beautiful sunsets, or dusty hazes in the United States. The desert dust is made up
of minerals, such as iron and phosphorous. These minerals are good for plant and
animal life. John 1:3 says about Jesus, “All things were made through Him, and
without Him was not any thing made that was made.”
AP Photos
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Pangolin, where
do you roam?

H
a

Pangolins eat ants
and termites with
their long tongues.
Pangolins roll
into a ball for
protection.

Not many pangolins [PAN-go-lins] live
in China. People catch and sell them.
That is against the law.

2
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READ MORE

China once had thousands of pangolins. But people want their meat and scales. Some steal
the pinecone-like animals from their forest homes. Not many are left. Pangolins eat only
ants and termites. They may look like anteaters. But they are more like bears, cats, and
dogs! Ogden Nash wrote a poem about these creatures. He said, “They’re
pangolincredible!” Genesis 2 tells us that Adam named the animals. Do you
suppose he was the first person to say that pangolins were incredible?
AP Photos
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READ MORE

Others helped save one. Then they set
it free. Will it find pangolin friends?

He dug up
two big gems.
Miners dig in the dirt.
They look for gems.
One miner
found two huge
stones. They
are as big as
books! They
sparkle inside.
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Giant gems
Condors soar.
Bizzare breakfast
Bird matching

READ MORE
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Tanzanite is used to make
beautiful jewelry like this ring.

That
will be $3
million dollars,
please! Saniniu
Laizer sells his
tanzanite rocks to
government
officials.

Tanzanite is a precious stone. It is found only in east Africa’s Tanzania. Miner Saniniu Laizer
looks for rare gems. He found these two large tanzanite rocks. The Tanzanian government
bought the rocks. It paid Mr. Laizer more than three million dollars! He will use the money to
help people. Who hid all the tanzanite in Tanzania? God did! “The heavens are
yours; the Earth also is yours; the world and all that is in it, you have founded
them,” says Psalm 89:11.
AP Photos
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That’s a big
bird! Scientists
attach a device to an
Andean condor so
they can keep track
of how it
flies.
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READ MORE

Andean condors live high in the Andes Mountains. They’re four feet long and weigh about 30
pounds each. Their wings stretch 10 feet from tip to tip. They must fly long distances to find food.
Scientists put small recorders on the backs of eight condors in Argentina. They found that the birds
flap their wings to get up into the air. Then some can fly for hours without flapping. They
ride on warm air. One even soared for 100 miles and did not flap! Even the birds
know that in God’s hand is the life of every living thing. Read Job 12:7-10.
AP Photos

8/7/20 3:41 PM

READ MORE

Two
Andean condors
soar above the
Andes Mountains
in Argentina.

Condors are almost
as heavy as you.
Yet God created
them to glide on
the air. They flap
their wings to take off.
Then they just soar.
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It fits in a pocket.
Look at the little bones.
There are two strong leg
bones. There is a mouth
full of sharp teeth.
Who do they belong to?
A tiny dinosaur.

Cute!
Here is an
illustration
of what
Kongonaphon
might have
looked like.

The leg and
jaw bones of
Kongonaphon
are very small.
This is their
actual size.

It’s a
tiny
bug
slayer.

LESSON

READ MORE
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Tiny dino
Space balloon
Stuck at sea
Find the letters.

Meet Kongonaphon. Its name means “tiny bug slayer.” This dinosaur is small enough to fit
in your pocket. Scientists found Kongonaphon’s bones in Madagascar. The bones give clues
about the little dinosaur. God gave it legs built for jumping and teeth made for munching.
The little reptile was probably cute! Would it have made a great pet? You bet!
Genesis 1:31 says, “And God saw everything that He had made, and behold,
it was very good.”
AP Photos • American Museum of Natural History
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Hop into Spaceship Neptune.
You need no spacesuit. A giant
balloon will lift you up, up, up.
Sit in comfy seats. Look out big
windows. See the whole Earth!

T
s
a
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What a view!

2
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READ MORE

The Space Perspective company is planning to build Spaceship Neptune capsules. They
picture that eight passengers plus a pilot could fit into each one. People would breathe the
air inside it. A balloon as wide as a football field would lift the capsule to the edge of space.
The whole trip could take six hours. Then the capsule would splash gently into the
ocean. A ship would pick the people up. Would you take such a ride? God always
is wherever we might go. See Psalm 139:7-9.
Space Perspective

8/7/20 3:47 PM

READ MORE

Spaceship Neptune
hasn’t been made yet,
but these illustrations
show what it will
look like.
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Neowise flies by
Taking care of bees
Big-time story time
Hidden letters
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A teacher
made this model
of a comet with
ice and dirt.

Astronauts saw the comet from space.
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An icy space rock flew close to the Sun.
It heated up. Then it zipped past the
Earth in July. Did you stay up late to
see Comet Neowise?

READ MORE

People saw the
comet from
Earth too.

A space telescope discovered the comet in March. Scientists named it Neowise after
the telescope. Comets are space objects made up of ice, rock, and dust. Some of this
comet’s dust and gases began to burn when it came close to the Sun. A tail formed.
People in North and Central America and the Caribbean were able to see the bright
comet in the night sky. Jeremiah 10:12 says that God, “by His understanding
stretched out the heavens.”
AP Photos • Cornell/SPIF
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They are bee helpers.
Buzz! They follow bees. Buzz! They move hives to safe places.
Buzz! These workers take good care of bees and people.

These bees made a
home in a fence.

2
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READ MORE

Some jobs stopped when the pandemic started. But beekeepers in Washington, D.C., kept
working. People watch them. But they don’t get too close! The beekeepers wear funny
outfits. Their suits protect them from stings and germs. Matthew 3:4 tells us that John
the Baptist’s food was locusts and wild honey. He probably followed bees
to find that honey.
AP Photos
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READ MORE

Beekeepers moved the
bees to a safer place.
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People ride on
the mini train.
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Tiny train
Too many chipmunks
Backyard Shakespeare
Bird and letter match

PUFF
PUFF

His childhood dream
came true.
ALL !
RD
A B OA

READ MORE

Pavel Chilin
built his very
own mini
train. Steam
puff-puffs.
The engine chugchugs. The tracks
wind through tall grass
and over three streams
on his land. All aboard!

Mr. Chilin drives his train.

CH
U
C H U GG

Mr. Chilin lives near St. Petersburg, Russia. It took him over 10 years to build his mini railway.
He had some help. Neighbors gave him scrap metal. Other train lovers offered advice.
Boys and girls and their moms and dads can take rides in “passenger” cars pulled behind
the little steam engine. One nine-year-old passenger wants to become an engineer.
He was happy that the train “is like a real one.” Proverbs 17:22 tells us, “A joyful
heart is good medicine.”
AP Photos
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J
ou
from
fam

“Chip, chip,”
say the chipmunks.
They love to eat acorns.
There were lots of acorns
this year. Now there are
lots of cute chipmunks.

2

READ MORE

Chipmunks are fun to watch. They pop in and out of holes. They play peekaboo. But they are
driving people nuts this year. They dart to and fro. They dig holes in gardens. They tunnel
under yards. There are so many of the critters this year. God created chipmunks. He gives
them plenty of acorns to munch on. Genesis 1:30 says, “And to everything
that creeps on the Earth, everything that has the breath of life, I have given
every green plant for food.”
September/October 2020 • God’s Big WORLD
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READ MORE

Watch out for
chipmunks!

Chipmunks
store food in
their big
cheeks. That
is how they
carry it back
to their
homes.
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Daisy loves her
family. She climbed
a mountain with them.

as

too
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But she flopped down at the top.
Her legs could not hold her.
Rescuers carried Daisy to the bottom.

Rescuers
worked
hard!
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READ MORE

Tired Daisy rode down the mountain on a stretcher.
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Helping the helper
Seeking the Sun
How to buy one shoe
Bear vs. Hawk

Poor Daisy. Her kind of dog often rescues people lost in snow. But Daisy needed help in July.
The St. Bernard climbed Scafell (skaw-fell) Pike with her family. It is England’s highest
mountain. Daisy is a heavy dog. Such a hike was too much for her legs. Her family called for
help. The Wasdale Mountain Rescue team answered. They brought treats for Daisy.
Then they put her on a stretcher and carried her safely down. It is good to take
care of your animals. Read Proverbs 12:10 and Proverbs 27:23.
AP Photos
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The Sun
is big and hot.
A spacecraft flew close to
the Sun in June. It took
pictures. They showed
“little campfires” all over
the Sun. What do
they do?

This is a close-up
photograph of
the Sun.

2
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READ MORE

Are you curious about the Sun? Scientists are. The Solar Orbiter’s pictures showed swirls of
yellow and dark smoky gray on the Sun. Scientists had never seen them before. They had to
give them a name. These “little campfires” could be making the Sun’s corona (atmosphere)
hot. They could be mini explosions. The Orbiter is not done sending pictures. And
we are not done learning about the Sun. Ecclesiastes 11:7 says, “Light is sweet,
and it is pleasant for the eyes to see the Sun.”
AP Photos
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READ MORE

The Solar Orbiter is
getting as close as
it can to the Sun to
get good photos.

People need
shoes that fit.

One shoe is all
some people
need!

Most kids wear two shoes.
Some kids wear just one.
Other kids need shoes
that are different sizes.
Where can you buy just
one shoe? At Zappos!
Where can you buy shoes
of two different sizes?
At Zappos!

READ MORE

READ MORE

Tony Hsieh is the
boss at Zappos.

Zappos is an online shoe store. Tony Hsieh runs Zappos. He wants all people to have great
shoes that fit. Zappos has some big news. People can buy just one shoe from Zappos. Did
you know that some people need only one shoe? People must buy two shoes at most stores.
Not at Zappos! God knows exactly what we need. Matthew 6:8 says, “For your
Father knows what you need before you ask Him.”
AP Photos
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People get to choose their leaders by voting. Both Hawk and Bear want to be
the mayor of your town. Ask six people to vote. Ask them to vote by putting
their initials in a box under Bear or Hawk. Who won the election?

Bear promises a new town
swimming pool with a
water slide.

4
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Hawk promises to make
a law against early
bedtimes and chores.

R. Bishop

8/7/20 3:58 PM
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A family
enjoys the
acting from
the deck.

Actors in Vermont
love their jobs.
They wanted to
perform this summer.
But the virus stopped plays.
Jena acts
out a scene
from a play in a
family’s back
yard.

The actors went to people’s
yards. They acted out
parts of plays.
What fun!

READ MORE

READ MORE

William
Shakespeare
wrote plays
that people
acted out.

William Shakespeare lived in England about 430 years ago. He wrote plays and poems that
we still read today. Actors from the Vermont Shakespeare Festival in Burlington had an idea.
Why not take Shakespeare to people’s yards? They stood back and acted bits from plays the
family had chosen. They did not wear costumes. But they did put on ruffled collars.
People in Shakespeare’s time wore them. “Let each of us please his neighbor for
his good, to build him up.” (Romans 15:2)
AP Photos
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Little Birds
and Little Letters

f

Match each baby bird to its
grown up parent below.

R

P

Robin

Parrot

k

Matching
birds will
also match
the right
small letters
to capital letters.

r

T
Tern

S

Swan

4

K

King
Penguin
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Flamingo
R. Bishop
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Mr. G. reads outside an
apartment building.

Kids listen
from their
windows.

Mr. G. uses a
microphone
so everyone
can hear.

Families enjoy the stories.

It’s an
outdoor
story time.
Lots of kids live in
Mexico City. The virus
keeps them indoors.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Mr. G. stands outside
each week. He reads
stories. What fun for all!
Many children in Mexico City live in big apartment buildings. But coronavirus rules keep kids
indoors. Percibald Garcia thinks that is sad. He says kids need to imagine things, not look at
phones and tablets. He brings a microphone and some books each Saturday. He stands in the
grass and reads. Grownups and kids come to the windows. They love hearing the
stories. Psalm 119:105 tells us that God’s word is a lamp to our feet and a light
to our paths. What Bible stories do you like to hear?
AP Photos
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What letter shapes are hidden in the photos?
Can you find all those listed below? . . . and more?
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X
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Look out below!
Sailors jump off
the deck of the
Eisenhower.

Sailors take a break
from their work on
the Eisenhower.

Which ship got home last?
“Do not stop for land visits.
Keep sailing.” Those were
Navy orders. Keep sailors
safe from the virus.

big
h!

READ MORE

READ MORE

nt
p.

Two Navy ships stayed at
sea for 161 days. Then more
and more days. When did
they come home?

The Eisenhower is making
its way back home . . .

. . . and so is
the San Jacinto.

The two ships were the Eisenhower and the San Jacinto. They both broke a record. They had
been at sea for 161 days. That was on June 25. But they were still in the North Arabian Sea. They
weren’t due back in Virginia until later this year. Ask someone to help you use the internet to
see if they are home now. Which ship was the last one into port? How many days was it
at sea? That will be a new record. Romans 12:12 reminds us what to do when things
get hard. “Rejoice in hope, be patient in tribulation, be constant in prayer.”
AP Photos
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What’s for
breakfast?
What flavor cereal
do you like? People
in South Korea
have a new one.
It is green onion!
What would that
taste like with milk?
Yum? Now
there is a green
onion-flavored
cereal.

READ MORE

READ MORE

ff.

There was a contest in South Korea 16 years ago. People had two choices: chocolate-flavored
Cheki or green onion-flavored Chaka. Most voted for green onion. But the Kellogg’s Korea
company thought that many people voted more than once. It declared chocolate the winner.
The company has apologized. Chaka is in stores now. Journalist Raphael Rashid
tried some. “It doesn’t taste great,” he says. Psalm 34:8 reminds us, “Oh, taste
and see that the Lord is good!”
AP Photos
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A Brahminy
kite

Egyptian B
vulture

C Saker

falcon

F Bald eagle

E Snowy
owl

G Swallow-

tailed kite

Osprey D
The Andean condor (page 3) is a raptor. Raptors catch and eat small animals. Which outlines match
the raptor photos? Write the matching letters in the boxes. X each shape with the matching color.

E

4
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His teeth
are clean
and
strong.
Dentists wear
extra gear to
keep everyone
healthy. They
are smiling
behind their
masks!

Thermometers. Check.

They will
see you
now.

Masks. Check.
Air cleaners. Check.
Most dentist offices had
been closed for months.
Dentists wear extra masks
and gloves. They are ready
to clean teeth.

READ MORE

READ MORE

A small round
mirror helps the
dentist count
your teeth.

Most United States dentists closed their offices last April. Many stayed closed into June.
They were extra careful when they opened again. They took temperatures before letting
people go inside. Waiting rooms had no books or magazines. Maybe the workers wore
masks and face shields too. Is it time to clean your teeth? Your dentist wants to keep
you safe. Philippians 2:4 reminds us, “Let each of you look not only to his own
interests, but also to the interests of others.”
AP Photos
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Twice in every day our
clocks go to 12.
The letters AM stand for the
12 hours from midnight until
noon (lunchtime).
PM stands for the 12 hours
from noon until midnight.
Look at each picture. Circle
the clock that shows the most
likely time for that picture.

Look at stars.

1

Fly a kite.

2

Go fish.
Draw on
the sidewalk.
Hoot at
the Moon.
3

4

5

Mow the lawn.
Have lunch.

Wake
everyone up.
6

7

Do chores.

9

4

Walk to
the library.

Bake
a pie.
10
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Go, Maisy. Go!
Maisy is a sea turtle.
There is a tracker on her back.
She swam past Florida.
How far did she go?
Where did she end up?
Careful! Maisy is carried to the beach
so she can crawl to the ocean.

READ MORE

READ MORE

t

People want to learn more about sea turtles. They put trackers on different kinds. They set the
turtles free in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Florida. The turtles swam to feeding grounds
where other turtles like them live. Where were those feeding places? Which turtle swam the farthest?
The fastest? Did Maisy win? People care for animals because God gave us that job.
Genesis 1:24 tells us, “Then God said, ‘Let us make man in our image, after our
likeness. And let them have dominion over (take care of) the fish of the sea.’”
AP Photos
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Find a match for each monster in the green box.
Write the letter for its match on the line below it. What do they spell?

I
M

X

P

Y

B

I

C

A

4
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This race
was for
Nana.
Corey C. ran
from his home to
his Nana’s. It took
seven days!

Corey C.
runs and
people cheer
him on.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Nana
watches and
waits for
Corey to
arrive.

Corey
calls Nana
from outside
her nursing
home.

Grandma Ruth
had been sick.
Mr. C. could not
hug her. He could
say, “I love you.”

Corey Cappelloni is a runner. He runs many long races. But this race was for his grandma.
She is nearly 99 years old. She got the coronavirus. She was lonely and afraid. Corey ran over
200 miles from his house in Washington, D.C., to her nursing home in Scranton, Pennsylvania.
She looked out her window. He talked to her on the phone. They were happy to see
each other. Proverbs 17:6 says, “Grandchildren are the crown of the aged.”
AP Photos
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Search for animals in the picture.
Make a tally mark in the box for
each one you spot.
How many did
you find? Write
that number in
the circle.
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